1. **CCA Fall Conference**  
   a. This Weekend in San Jose!  
      i. Pres. Iwamoto and Lead Negotiator Quinlan attending as delegates.

2. **Negotiations Update**  
   a. Calendar Update  
      i. There is a delay in negotiations on 16-week calendar due to dispute over Summer schedule.  
      ii. Issues being considered include  
          1. 8-week courses would not be allowed break between courses, and has an overlap with NVUSD schedule, which would affect dual enrollment students for Summer.  
          2. Instructors can modify their course schedule to accommodate any overlaps.  
          3. Pres. Iwamoto will send out draft of full 2023-2024 Calendar to membership via email.  
   4. Fall Start Date Difference:  
      a. With whole week of Thanksgiving off: August 9th  
      b. With just Wednesday before Thanksgiving off: August 11  
         i. Membership voted via Poll for each option and the Majority interest was in advocating for Option B (Wednesday only off for Thanksgiving, August 11 start date)  

   b. **Sabbatical Leave**  

3. **Q&A**  
   a. Concern about PCs serving on AAC  
      i. Not in the job description  
      ii. Faculty voice is being asked for, but not compensated for that participation.
iii. There is interest in filing grievance for lack of compensation.

iv. Pres. Iwamoto will send a survey asking for the will of Faculty on this issue. Choices will be about taking a stand on demanding compensation for Faculty Voice or not.